HAZRAT-I-A'LA CONSOLIDATES HIS FORCES
meal; then he brought to their notice the burden of starvation
they had to bear, the hardship of imprisonment they had to
suffer at the hands of the enemy, and the destruction of family
and property. Then he informed them thus :
"To-morrow is the day for the exhibition of braveiy, the
occasion to display courage on the mayddn of intrepidity, the
opportunity for the performance of ^word-play; it is the
market to purchase honour and reputation. So whoever has
regard for our friendship and agrees to share with us sorrow
and distress may remain; whosoever desires 1o part from us
may go to any place he chooses.'*
Consequently many of the soldiers agreed to stay with
him; only a few went away under the pretext of sickness
and other excuses. When the available army hastened to the
parade, Hazrat-i-Ala found one thousand and one hundred
horse, two thousand foot soldiers, belonging to himself and his
allies from Tanjore and Tondaman; five hundred frangs one
thousand and five hundred armed soldiers—in all two thousand
men—from the side of the English, and six cannon. On the
other hand the enemy's forces were numerous. There were
thirty thousand horse, fifty thousand infantry, belonging to
Nandraj, and Murari Rao, twelve thousand armed men, three
thousand soldiers, one hundred cannon belonging to the French.
Thus the strength of the forces on both the sides may be com-
pared to a straw and a mountain on a pair of scales; a single
man facing a big multitude.
Then Hazrat-i-Ala went inside the mahalsaray, and took
leave of them all; he spread the whole area with gunpowder
and addressed Khayrtfd-DIn Khan his brother-in-law and
na'ib, as follows:
" Witness from the tower of the fort the tamasha of our
army to-morrow. Since we do not intend to return with our
lives, without achieving our object, it is necessary in such cir-
cumstances, that you set fire to this gunpowder; so that none
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